Creating a simple content editing function for student organisation database

Üliõpilaskonna Sihtasutus develops and promotes student organisations in Tartu and organizes OLE ROHKEM. (BE MORE.) events and activities. One of the promoting methods is our student organisation database on OLE ROHKEM. website, where students can read short descriptions of different organisations (olerohkem.ee/tudengile).

Editing the organisation texts takes a lot of time and we want to optimize it by giving the organisations the permission to edit the content of their own organisations’ introduction page. This should be done without the access to the admin panel.

The database (http://olerohkem.ee/tudengile), has over 60 organisation introduction examples: (for example: https://olerohkem.ee/tudengile/aiesec-tartu/).

Necessary details:
- Easy and safe access to edit the content of their own description page for every organisations. It also needs to be considered that the leaders of student organisations change often (every year) and too complicated accesses might be forgotten or lost.
- Üliõpilaskonna Sihtasutus needs to have the ability to give permission/passwords to student organisations.
- Organisations can’t change the design or structure of the page, only the text, pictures and address links.
- If possible, they can add new text or picture blocks so that they will appear automatically with the design to the page.
- Design should be the same as on the website overall, but the design templates can be changed to be more attractive and easier to read.
- The solution can be integrated to Wordpress
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